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The farmer is away, and Zoey is in charge of the new lambs.
First they need dinner. Zoey gives the lambs pie, but Sam thinks
maybe they ought to eat grass instead. Then it’s bath time. Zoey
makes a mud puddle for the lambs to roll around in. The lambs
are still dirty after their bath, so they go play in some hay to dry
off. Now covered in pie, mud, and hay (although completely dry),
they head to the nest Zoey made for them to sleep in. She reads
three stories and they all fall asleep.
This story is reminiscent of an Amelia Bedelia story, but only
in the premise where she gets everything wrong. The plot feels
lacking, and all the while we have Sam the pig to point out that
this is indeed NOT how you take care of lambs. The book has
words that are not easy for beginning readers. The bedtime
stories Zoey reads are the three other Zoey books by Adam
Lehrhaupt and feel awkwardly inserted into the narrative. This
is not a great book to practice new reading skills and is not very
enjoyable to read.
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